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Help the organisation gain the buy-in and commitment from supply chain partners.
Help mobilise carbon footprint management plan to deliver net zero reduction targets.
Aid top management governance oversight that carbon footprint reductions are being delivered at proportionate cost
with an appropriate return on investment.

Define the key terms associated with Net Zero  Emissions.
Identify the relevant legal, regulatory, and supply chain drivers to achieve Net Zero emissions .
Identify new business model organizations take to achieve Net Zero emissions.
Rules on Net Zero target setting and carbon offsetting.

People within organisations will need the confidence, skills, and behaviours to:

By the end of this training course, you will be able to: 
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NET ZERO EMISSIONS

OBJECTIVE
Net zero transition requires adapted business strategies, new business models, sustainable supply chains, and adapted
processes, governance, and ways of working across the organisation.

To achieve carbon neutrality means not adding new greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to the atmosphere. Where emissions
continue, they must be offset by absorbing an equivalent amount from the atmosphere, for example through carbon capture
and reforestation that is supported by carbon credit schemes.

Why does carbon neutrality matter for your business?

WHY ATTEND THIS TRAINING

- The Pathway to Business Resilience

Governments are increasingly insisting on carbon neutrality.1.

   2. Organisations are setting carbon neutrality is a key business objective.

Many governments including Malaysia government, for example, has set a target for all businesses to become carbon
neutral – or achieve ‘net zero’ GHG emissions – by 2050. 

Help showing leadership on combatting climate change.
Align their strategies with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs).
Enhance their sustainability credentials and increase business resilience.
Improve business efficiency by cutting energy costs.
Gain a competitive edge by offering customers greener products and services.

These organisations are wishing to:
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Paris aligned decarbonization pathway.
Defining Net Zero.
Challenges and opportunities.

GHG inventory, and emissions.
Define Net Zero business model.
Building capabilities.

Introduction to SBTi.
Understanding core elements of SBTi Net Zero standard.
Communicating to mitigate brand risk or greenwashing.

The carbon offset market.
Good practice carbon offsetting.

    The need for Net Zero emissions

2. Planning your Net Zero strategy

3. Implementing Net Zero Carbon Plan via Science Based Target Initiative

4. Carbon offsets and achieving carbon neutral status

NET ZERO EMISSIONS
- The Pathway to Business Resilience

COURSE CONTENT
1.

TRAINER'S PROFILE
FRANCIS XAVIOUR JOE is General Manager at Accuvio Malaysia and has over 25 years of
experience in banking, credit rating and software solutions, offering clients strategic and tactical
know-how to help future-proof profitability and business models. He oversees business
development, sales and support activities covering Asia for Accuvio Sustainability Reporting
Software Company of Ireland. He helps organisations embrace digital technology in sustainability
management and reporting responsibilities, believing that the pre-digital way of working is too
slow in making transformative changes urgently required to address climate change. Prior to
Accuvio, he was Vice President of Corporate Finance at a leading Malaysian rating agency and
banker with the largest local bank and oldest foreign bank in Malaysia.
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